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The stems are ever, and we are in part. -JERUSAEL ADAMS.
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IF YOU DON'T LIKE THE NEWS YOU'RE READING, WE'VE GOT TO GIVE YOU SOMETHING BETTER.

YOU CAN DO THIS

In Four Weeks Add 1,000 Yearly Readers

TO THE WEEKLY PEOPLE List

We are going to set a task for our friends, one that they can accomplish and feel good about. Here is the plan:

On December 1, 1935, make a list of friends, relatives, and acquaintances you know who would be interested in reading the WEEKLY PEOPLE. Then, mark or note today, December 1, 1935, in your calendar a task that you can do to make this happen. The task is to meet this one of your friends, relatives, or acquaintances and talk to him about the WEEKLY PEOPLE. The following week, on December 8, 1935, you will have a list of friends, relatives, or acquaintances who are interested in reading the WEEKLY PEOPLE. By December 15, 1935, you will have a list of friends, relatives, or acquaintances who have signed up for the WEEKLY PEOPLE. By December 22, 1935, you will have a list of friends, relatives, or acquaintances who are paid-up subscribers to the WEEKLY PEOPLE. By December 29, 1935, you will have a list of friends, relatives, or acquaintances who are regular readers of the WEEKLY PEOPLE.

THE END RESULT

...whenever the word "socialism" is mentioned, the old refrain of the capitalist press always comes up—"the planner's dream, the bank's nightmare." It's time to change that impression. At our next meeting, we will discuss how we can make socialism a reality. Join us and be a part of the change. We meet every Tuesday at 7 PM at the Workers' Club, 123 Main Street. All are welcome.